
Assumption of Risk Agreement/Code of Conduct/Media Release

1. I am aware of the hazards and risks to my personal property associated with foreign relief activities 
which I am applying and will apply for in the future, such hazards and risks including but not limited 
to death or injury by accident, disease, terrorist acts, weather conditions and inadequate medical 
services and supplies. I volunteer my services on behalf of Project Hope despite such hazards risks, 
and I assume the risks of death, injury and damage associated with such risks. 

2. The Project Hope experience includes intense physical activity including extended hiking, 
continuous walking, and strenuous activity. We require that all participants be in good physical and 
mental condition and may request a physical exam and reference from a doctor (if needed). I 
attest and verify that I am physically fit and have no medical conditions that would prevent me 
from performing the volunteer services for which I am applying. 

3. I waive any and all claims for damages, which I or my heirs may have against Project Hope or any 
host of Project Hope.

4. I give the staff of Project Hope and Student Reach International permission to seek emergency 
medical treatment.

5. Project Hope regulates conduct, dress, and an appropriate lifestyle.  Team members, leaders, and 
staff adhere strictly to Project Hope policies and are subject to dismissal for disobedience without 
refund or reimbursement. I agree to not consume alcohol or illegal drugs while on the trip.

6. I hereby consent to the participation in interviews, the use of quotes, and the taking of 
photographs, movies or video tapes, the right to edit, use, and reuse said products for non- profit 
purposes including use in print, on the internet, and all other forms of media.

7. The information I have given Project Hope is accurate and true to the best of my knowledge. My 
enclosed signature (and enclosed signature of parent or legal guardian if under 18) signifies my 
approval of all limitations listed above. I also hereby release the Project Hope International and its 
agents and employees from all claims, demands, and liabilities whatsoever in connection with the 
above.

Waiver of Liability, Assumption of Risk & Indemnity Agreement

I have read the previous paragraphs and I know, understand, and appreciate these and other risks that are 
inherent in Travel. I hereby assert that my participation is voluntary and that I knowingly assume all such 
risks.

Acknowledgment of Understanding: I have read this waiver of liability, assumption of risk, indemnity 
agreement, and code of conduct, fully understand its terms, and understand that I am giving up substantial 
rights, including my right to sue. I acknowledge that I am signing the agreement fully and voluntarily, and 
intend by my signature to be a complete and unconditional release of all liability to the greatest extent 
allowed by law.

Applicant      Parent or Guardian (If applicant is a minor) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature    Date     Signature    Date


